
Make sure you check your learning for full stops, capital letters and 
finger spaces. Have you used and, but, because.

English 
Here are some words to help you describe the knight:

knight
Sir Gadabout

shining
armour
brave
strong

kind
helpful
fight

doctor
fly 

Princess Pearl

capture
horse
sword
helmet
feather

stethoscope 

Science
Scientists need to be very good at observing – that means looking carefully 
at things. Which birds can you observe from your home? Put a tick in the 
box each time you see one of these birds.

Seagull Blackbird

Robin

Crow

Pigeon

Blue tit

Which bird did you see the most number of times?
Which is your favourite bird?
Did you see any other birds?



Queen Elizabeth Prince Philip - the Duke of Edinburgh Princess Charlotte

Prince George Camilla - the Duchess of Cornwall Prince William

Prince Charles – the Prince of Wales Prince Harry Princess Kate - Duchess of Cambridge

History
The Royal Family



England Scotland Northern Ireland Wales

Can you label the four capital cities? London, Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast 

Geography
Handwriting – Copy the sentences carefully.

What are the names of the four countries which make up Great Britain?
Fill in the boxes using the correct country.



Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.2 more and 2 less
Try these calculations
Eg. 2 more than 12 is 14                                    

2 more than 15 is
2 more than 18 is
2 more than 11 is
2 more than 28 is
2 more than 43 is
2 more than 86 is
2 more than 74 is

2 less than 14 is 12

2 less than 15 is
2 less than 18 is
2 less than 11 is
2 less than 46 is
2 less than 33 is
2 less than 57 is
2 less than 28 is

Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:
Eg. 5 + 3 = 8

3+8= 
15+8=
4+17=
34+7=
6+48=
69+4=
3+88=

9 – 4 = 5

11-2=
13-4=
35-6=
46-8=
63-7=
85-6=
97-8=

1+ __ = 10

3+ __ = 10

5 + __ = 10

7 + __ = 10

8 + __ = 10

4 + __ = 10

15 + ____ = 20

4 + ____ = 20

17 + ____ = 20

2+ ____ = 20

11 + ____ = 20

6 + ____ = 20

Addition Word Problems
Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 7 + 3 = 10 and draw your number 
lines.

1. Mum has 8 hats and she buys 2 more. How many does she have?

2. I have 10 toy cars and my brother buys me 3 more for my birthday. How 
many do I have now?

3. Dad gave 2 cakes to mum and 6 cakes to me. How many did he give away?

4. There are 12 boys and 7 girls invited to the party. How many people invited 
to the party in total?

5. Sally had 3 balls,  Ann had 4 balls and Jenny had 2. How many did they have 
altogether?



Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.2 more and 2 less
Try these calculations
Eg. 2 more than 12 is 14                                    

2 more than 15 is 17
2 more than 18 is 20
2 more than 11 is 13
2 more than 28 is 30
2 more than 43 is 45
2 more than 86 is 88
2 more than 74 is 76

2 less than 14 is 12

2 less than 15 is 13
2 less than 18 is 16
2 less than 11 is 9
2 less than 46 is 44
2 less than 33 is 31
2 less than 57 is 55
2 less than 28 is 26

Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:
Eg. 5 + 3 = 8

3+8=11
15+8=23
4+17=21
34+7=41
6+48=54
69+4=73
3+88=91

9 – 4 = 5

11-2=9
13-4=9
35-6=29
46-8=38
63-7=56
85-6=79
97-8=89

1+ _9_ = 10

3+ _7_ = 10

5 + _5_ = 10

7 + _3_ = 10

8 + _2_ = 10

4 + _6_ = 10

15 + _5___ = 20

4 + _16___ = 20

17 + __3__ = 20

2+ __18__ = 20

11 + __9__ = 20

6 + __14__ = 20

Addition Word Problems
Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 7 + 3 = 10 and draw your number 
lines.
1. Mum has 8 hats and she buys 2 more. How many does she have? 8+2=10

2. I have 10 toy cars and my brother buys me 3 more for my birthday. How 
many do I have now?   10+3=13

3. Dad gave 2 cakes to mum and 6 cakes to me. How many did he give away?
2+6=8

4. There are 12 boys and 7 girls invited to the party. How many people invited 
to the party in total? 12+7 = 19

5. Sally had 3 balls,  Ann had 4 balls and Jenny had 2. How many did they have 
altogether? 3+4+2=9
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Time – This week let’s learn quarter past and to
Quarter past 11: Quarter to 11:

Draw these times

Quarter past 10 7 o’clock Quarter past 5

Measure
Can you practice estimating how wide or long something 
is? Write down the name of the object, write down your 
estimation in cm and then check it.

Multiplication
Keep practising counting in 2s, 5s and 10s.

Can you write out the two times table?  Then learn it by heart and ask 
your grown up to test you by asking questions. 

e.g What is 5 times 2?    What is 9 x 2?

How quickly can you answer each question? Do have to say the table 
to find the answer or do you know the answer straight away?  

Remember to log into Education City and Bug Club to complete your online learning!

Want to do even more?
Please browse the KS1 section in Espresso for more fun videos and activities around 
our learning.  
Espresso has a lot of facts about our Queen and her job. You could find out what she 
does each day.
Watch Miss Walters teaching phonics on YouTube and keep practising your phonics 
lessons with her at: https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1

Half past 8 Quarter to 4 Quarter to 6 

https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1

